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ABSTRACT

The effect of artificial aging on the microstructure and hardness of an ultrafine-

grained (UFG) Al–4.8%Zn–1.2%Mg–0.14%Zr (wt%) alloy was studied. The UFG

microstructure with an average grain size of about 260 nmwas obtained by severe

plasticdeformationapplying fourpasses of equal-channel angularpressing (ECAP)

at room temperature. Then, artificial aging was performed on the ECAP-processed

samples at 120 �C and 170 �C for 2 h. In the ECAP-processed sample Guinier–

Preston (GP) zones, MgZn2 precipitates and a high dislocation density were

observed.After aging at 120 �C, coarseMgZn2precipitateswere formed in the grain

boundaries, leading to softening, while the dislocation density did not decrease.

Annealing at 170 �C yielded a growth of the matrix grains to * 530 nm with a

significant decrease in the dislocation density. In addition, GP zones disappeared

andMgZn2 precipitateswere formed in both the grain interiors and the boundaries.

This overaging of the precipitate structure and the decrease in the dislocation

density resulted ina lowerhardness thanafter annealingat 120 �C. Itwas found that

the hardness reduction due to the change of the precipitate structure at 170 �Cwas

higher than that caused by the decrease in the dislocation density.

Introduction

There is a large interest in age-hardenable Al–Zn–Mg

alloys (7xxx series) due to their technological and

practical importance, as these alloys can be treated to

have a preferable combination of ductility and

strength, as well as reasonable weldability and cor-

rosion resistance. If a supersaturated Al–Zn–Mg alloy

is aged under different conditions, various

metastable and stable precipitates may form [1–8].

Therefore, aging can be used for tailoring the
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mechanical behavior of these alloys. Since the

supersaturated state is thermodynamically unstable,

the aging process may start at room temperature (RT)

immediately after solution treatment and quenching.

The decomposition of the supersaturated solid solu-

tion (SSSS) takes place by the formation of Guinier–

Preston (GP) zones at RT. For higher aging temper-

atures (typically between 80 and 150 �C),
metastable intermediate g0 particles are formed

directly from the SSSS and/or mediately from the GP

zones. At higher temperatures, the formation of

stable g precipitates with a composition of MgZn2 is

expected. It should be emphasized that significant

strengthening can be achieved by the formation of GP

zones and/or g0 particles. For an effective application

of aging on tailoring the mechanical properties of Al–

Zn–Mg alloys, it is necessary to know the influence of

the chemical composition and the history of the

sample (e.g., pre-deformation) on the precipitation

during aging.

Considering the promoting effect of dislocations on

precipitation, a small amount of pre-strain is usually

applied to the samples by conventional tension or

compression in order to enhance the probability of

the formation of metastable precipitates during sub-

sequent natural aging [9]. In the last two decades,

severe plastic deformation (SPD) by equal-channel

angular pressing (ECAP) was applied to change the

microstructure, thereby improving the mechanical

properties (both strength and ductility) of supersat-

urated alloys [10–16]. This procedure imposes a large

strain on the sample, causing a high dislocation

density and also resulting in an ultrafine-grained

(UFG) microstructure, thereby improving the

strength of metallic materials. Although the

microstructure obtained by ECAP has been exten-

sively studied in the literature, the effect of artificial

aging on the precipitation and the strength of SPD-

processed supersaturated Al–Zn–Mg alloys have not

been clarified so far.

In this paper, the effect of artificial aging on the

microstructure and hardness of an UFG Al–4.8%Zn–

1.2%Mg–0.14%Zr (wt%) alloy is studied. The UFG

microstructure was obtained by four passes of ECAP

at RT. Then, the ECAP-processed billets were aged at

120 �C and 170 �C for 2 h as these aging conditions

are often applied on the homogenized undeformed

counterparts of this alloy [4, 17]. The influence of

aging on the grain size, dislocation density and pre-

cipitate structure was investigated for both

temperatures. The changes in the microstructure

caused by aging were correlated with the hardness

variation.

Materials and methods

Processing of the samples

An alloy with the composition of Al–4.8%Zn–

1.2%Mg–0.14%Zr (wt%) was processed by casting.

The addition of the small amount of Zr can ensure a

fine-grained structure [18–21]. The as-cast material

was homogenized in air at 470 �C for 8 h and then

hot-extruded to a sheet of 10 9 40 mm2 cross section

at 380 �C. The average grain size in the extruded

material was about 10 lm. Cylindrical billets with

10 mm in diameter and 70 mm in length were fabri-

cated from the extruded sheet, then subjected to

solution heat treatment at 470 �C for 30 min and

water-quenched in order to receive a supersaturated

solid solution. The samples were processed by ECAP

at RT for 4 passes within 10 min after quenching. The

ECAP die had an internal channel angle of 90� and an

outer arc of curvature at the intersection of the two

parts of the channel of 20�, giving an imposed strain

of about 1 on each separate pass [22]. The samples

were processed following route Bc in which the billets

are rotated in the same sense around their longitu-

dinal axes by 90� after each pass [23]. The ECAP-

processed samples were stored at RT for a long per-

iod (about 1 year) and then artificially aged at 120 �C
or 170 �C for 2 h in an oil-bath.

Microstructure characterization techniques

The phase composition of the ECAP-processed and

the aged specimens were studied by X-ray diffraction

(XRD) using a Philips Xpert powder diffractometer

with CuKa radiation (wavelength: k = 0.15418 nm).

The microstructure was characterized by X-ray line

profile analysis (XLPA) using a high-resolution

diffractometer (type: MultiMax-9, manufacturer:

Rigaku, Japan) with CuKa1 radiation (wavelength:

k = 0.15406 nm). The diffraction patterns were then

evaluated by the Convolutional Multiple Whole

Profile (CMWP) fitting procedure [24]. In the CMWP

method, the experimental diffraction pattern is fitted

by the sum of a background spline and the convo-

lution of the instrumental pattern and the theoretical
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line profiles related to the diffraction domain size and

the lattice strain caused by dislocations. The instru-

mental pattern was measured on a LaB6 line profile

standard material. The area-weighted mean diffrac-

tion domain size (hxiarea) and the average dislocation

density (q) were determined from the line profile

fitting. The area-weighted mean diffraction domain

size was calculated as hxiarea = m�exp (2.5 r2), where

m is the median and r2 is the log-normal variance of

the diffraction domain size distribution.

The size and morphology of the matrix grains and

the precipitates were characterized by transmission

electron microscopy (TEM). Thin TEM lamellae were

prepared from pieces of the bulk samples by Ar-ion

milling with special care taken to avoid heating (and

possible transformation) of the samples during

preparation. Firstly, the samples were glued by using

a special glue at 100 �C for not more than 1 min to a

Cu stub for mechanical grinding and polishing. In the

second step, ion-beam thinning of the 50-lm-thick

lamella was started at 7 keV using 2 mA ion current.

Finally, the just perforated lamella was cleaned at

3 keV and later at 1 keV from both sides to remove

damaged layers from its surfaces.

The TEM, high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) and

energy-disperse X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) examina-

tions were performed in a Titan Themis G2 200

scanning TEM (STEM) equipped with a four-segment

Super-X EDS detector. The corrector for the spherical

aberration (Cs) was applied at the imaging part, while

no probe correction was present. Image resolution

limit is 0.08 nm in phase-contrast HRTEM mode,

while resolution is 0.16 nm in STEM Z-contrast

imaging mode (recorded with a Fischione high-angle

annular dark-field (HAADF) detector). HRTEM

images were recorded at 200 keV with a 4 k 9 4 k

CETA 16 CMOS camera controlled by VELOX soft-

ware. EDS data were recorded (together with the

HAADF signal) in spectrum image (SI) mode, where

individual X-ray count data can later be post-pro-

cessed pixel-by-pixel and elemental intensities (and

quantified elemental concentrations) can be obtained

from any post-selected regions. In that way, distri-

bution of concentrations can be visualized along any

lines or over any area and the values can also be

obtained in a tabulated form.

Hardness testing

The microhardness of the samples was measured at

RT using a ZwickRoell ZHl hardness tester with a

Vickers indenter, an applied load of 500 g and a

dwell time of 10 s. The average hardness values were

obtained from at least 10 individual measurements.

Experimental results

XRD study of the phase composition
and the microstructure characteristics

Figure 1 shows XRD patterns obtained on the ECAP-

processed and the aged specimens. In order to a

better visibility of the peaks of the precipitates, only a

part of the diffractograms (for the diffraction angle

range 2h = 34–48�) is shown with logarithmic inten-

sity scale. It is noted that the entire 2h range of the

measured patterns spreads from 15� to 140�. Figure 1

reveals that in addition to the peaks of the face-cen-

tered cubic (fcc) Al matrix, X-ray reflections of a

secondary phase also appeared on the diffractogram

taken on the ECAP-processed sample. This phase

was identified as g-MgZn2 with hexagonal close

packed (hcp) structure and lattice constants

a = 0.5223 nm and c = 0.8568 nm (PDF card number:

34-0457). Peaks of g0 precipitates were not detected

(PDF card number: 31-0024). The ratio of the sums of

the peak intensities (the areas under the peaks after

background subtraction) of the MgZn2 precipitates

and the matrix is shown in Table 1. This ratio is

Figure 1 A part of the XRD patterns measured on the ECAP-

processed sample and the specimens aged at 120 and 170 �C for

2 h.
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0.9 ± 0.2% for the specimen processed by four passes

of ECAP. It is noted that this value is not equivalent

to the volume ratio of the two phases as the unit

volumes of the crystalline phases with different

structures and chemical compositions usually scatter

X-rays with different intensities. Nevertheless, the

change of the fraction of precipitates during aging

can be monitored using this quantity. Figure 1 shows

that the peaks of the MgZn2 phase also appeared in

the diffractograms obtained for the aged samples.

The intensity fraction of this phase remained

unchanged after annealing at 120 �C (0.9 ± 0.2%), but

it increased considerably to 6.8 ± 0.9% after aging at

170 �C.
As an example of the XLPA evaluation, Fig. 2

shows the measured XRD pattern and the fitted

diffractogram obtained by the CMWP method for the

ECAP specimen aged at 170 �C. The average

diffraction domain size and dislocation density

determined by the CMWP fitting procedure for the

three studied samples are listed in Table 1. After

ECAP processing, the diffraction domain size was

about 100 nm which remained unchanged during

aging at both temperatures. The dislocation density

in the ECAP-processed specimen was

* 5 9 1014 m-2. This value did not change signifi-

cantly during annealing at 120 �C. At the same time,

aging at 170 �C yielded a decrease in the dislocation

density to * 3.3 9 1014 m-2.

Investigation of the microstructure by TEM

Figure 3a shows a TEM image on the microstructure

of the ECAP-processed sample. The average grain

size of the matrix was about 260 ± 30 nm as deter-

mined by TEM (also listed in Table 1). The average

grain size was obtained from about twenty grains for

each sample. It should be noted that in the present

samples the grain size obtained by TEM was about

3–5 times larger than the diffraction domain size

evaluated by XLPA. This difference is usual in SPD-

processed materials as the diffraction domains cor-

respond to subgrains and/or dislocation cells inside

the grains [25]. The ECAP-processed specimen con-

tains precipitates, mainly in the interiors of the

grains, as illustrated by the bright areas in Fig. 3a.

Some larger particles can be found at the grain

boundaries. Figure 3b shows that inside the grains

there are smaller precipitates with a size of * 2 nm

and larger particles with a diameter of about

10–20 nm. The corresponding EDS elemental maps

for Al, Zn, Mg and Zr are shown in Fig. 3c–f,

respectively. The white and black arrows in Fig. 3b

Table 1 The XRD intensity fraction of MgZn2 precipitates as well as the diffraction domain size and the dislocation density in the Al

matrix as determined by XLPA. The average grain size values in the matrix determined by TEM are also shown

Samples Intensity fraction of

MgZn2 (%)

Diffraction domain size in

the matrix (nm)

Dislocation density in the

matrix (1014 m-2)

Grain size in the matrix

from TEM (nm)

4 ECAP at RT 0.9 ± 0.2 92 ± 10 4.8 ± 0.5 260 ± 30

4 ECAP ? aged

at 120 �C
0.9 ± 0.2 105 ± 11 5.0 ± 0.5 310 ± 50

4 ECAP ? aged

at 170 �C
6.8 ± 0.9 111 ± 12 3.3 ± 0.4 530 ± 50

Figure 2 The measured XRD pattern (open circles) and the

diffractogram fitted by the CMWP method (solid line) for the

ECAP specimen aged at 170 �C. The difference between the

measured and fitted data can be seen at the bottom of the figure. In

order to a better visibility of the fitting quality, the inset shows the

magnified reflection 311.
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indicate Mg/Zn- and Zr-rich precipitates, respec-

tively. The Mg/Zn-rich precipitates are depleted of

Al as shown in Fig. 3c. Therefore, these particles are

most probably the MgZn2 precipitates identified by

XRD (see Fig. 1). The size of these particles is

between 10 and 20 nm in good accordance with the

apparent diffraction domain size value estimated

from the breadths of the XRD peaks of this phase

(* 20 nm). The size of the Zr-rich precipitates was

10–15 nm as shown in Fig. 3b. The XRD peaks of this

phase were not revealed in the diffractograms since

the fraction of the Zr-rich phase must be low due to

the small overall concentration of Zr (0.14 wt%).

Similar Zr-rich precipitates were identified formerly

as Al3Zr particles [26]. Previous studies (e.g., [20, 21])

have shown that the coherent Al3Zr precipitates pin

effectively the grain boundaries formed in SPD pro-

cessing, thereby preventing grain coarsening during

annealing. In addition to MgZn2 and Zr-rich parti-

cles, many small precipitates with the size of about

2 nm appeared inside the matrix grains (see Fig. 3b).

Most probably, these particles are GP zones.

Figure 4a shows the microstructure of the ECAP-

processed sample aged at 120 �C for 2 h. The grain

size determined from the TEM images was

310 ± 50 nm (see also Table 1) which does not differ

significantly from the value obtained immediately

after ECAP (260 ± 30 nm). Figure 4b also reveals that

the grain boundaries are decorated with particles

having size between 10 and 30 nm. The elemental

maps in Fig. 4c-f show that these precipitates are

enriched with Zn and Mg. The chemical analysis and

the XRD results (see Fig. 1) suggest that these parti-

cles in the grain boundaries are g-MgZn2 precipi-

tates. It is noted that similar particles also exist in the

grain interiors but the larger ones can be found in the

grain boundaries. In addition to MgZn2 precipitates,

the grains also contain GP zones with the size of

about 2 nm. It must also be noted that in the vicinity

of the grain boundaries the matrix was depleted of

Figure 3 a HAADF STEM image illustrating the microstructure

of the ECAP-processed sample. b HAADF STEM image with a

higher magnification showing precipitates. c–f EDS elemental

maps for Al, Zn, Mg and Zr obtained on the area shown in b. The

white and black arrows in b indicate Mg/Zn- and Zr-rich

precipitates, respectively.
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GP zones as well as Mg and Zn atoms (e.g., see the

area around the approximately vertical grain

boundary at the right side of Fig. 4b, d, e).

During aging at 170 �C, the grain size increased to

530 ± 50 nm as determined by TEM (see Table 1). As

an example, Fig. 5a shows a TEM image which also

reveals that both the grain boundaries and the grain

interiors contain large (10–100 nm) precipitates. In

Fig. 5b, the image with a higher magnification shows

particles inside a grain with sizes between 5 and

30 nm. The elemental maps in Fig. 5c–f reveal that

these particles are Zn- and Mg-rich precipitates.

Considering the result of the XRD phase analysis (see

Fig. 1), these precipitates are identified as g-MgZn2
particles. The morphology of the large Zn/Mg-rich

precipitates in the left bottom corner of Fig. 5b sug-

gests that these particles are disks with a hexagonal

shape, i.e., the morphology at some extent reflects

their hcp crystal structure. GP zones were not

observed in the sample aged at 170 �C.

Hardness of the ECAP-processed
and the aged specimens

The hardness of the ECAP-processed specimen was

1470 ± 40 MPa which decreased significantly to

1230 ± 40 MPa due to aging at 120 �C for 2 h. The

annealing at the higher temperature of 170 �C resul-

ted in a considerably lower hardness with the value

of 1100 ± 30 MPa. The reasons of the softening will

be discussed in the next section.

Discussion

The present study revealed that the microstructure of

the matrix in the ECAP-processed Al–4.8%Zn–

1.2%Mg–0.14%Zr (wt%) alloy exhibited a good sta-

bility during aging at 120 and 170 �C for 2 h. Indeed,

the grain size and the dislocation density remained

practically unchanged during annealing at 120 �C

Figure 4 a HAADF STEM image illustrating the microstructure

of the specimen processed by ECAP and then aged at 120 �C for

2 h. b HAADF STEM image with a higher magnification showing

precipitates. c–f EDS elemental maps for Al, Zn, Mg and Zr

obtained on the area shown in b.
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and the dislocation density decreased only moder-

ately at 170 �C. At this temperature, there was a

significant grain growth from 260 ± 30 to

530 ± 50 nm; nevertheless, the grain size remained in

the UFG regime. The good thermal stability of the

ECAP-processed alloy can be attributed to the hin-

dering effect of precipitates (GP zones and MgZn2
particles) on movement of lattice defects (dislocations

and grain boundaries), thereby retarding dislocation

annihilation and grain growth. This effect operates

even if ECAP processing is performed on supersat-

urated solid solutions since SPD promotes precipita-

tion in dispersion-strengthened alloys [27]. Indeed, in

an Al–4.8%Zn–1.2%Mg–0.14%Zr alloy quenched to

RT after annealing at 470 �C for 30 min and stored at

RT for 1 year only GP zones and a few Zr-rich par-

ticles were observed as revealed by XRD (not shown

here) and TEM (see Fig. 6). At the same time, in the

alloy processed by four passes of ECAP after

quenching and then stored at RT for 1 year a

considerable amount of MgZn2 particles was formed

(see Fig. 3).

Aging of the ECAP-processed sample at 120 and

170 �C for 2 h resulted in a change of the precipitate

structure. At 120 �C considerable change in the frac-

tion of MgZn2 phase was not observed by XRD, but

TEM revealed coarsening of these precipitates. This

process was most significant at the grain boundaries

which can be explained by the accelerated diffusion

along these boundaries in the UFG microstructure.

As a result, an inhomogeneous spatial distribution of

precipitates was observed in the sample annealed at

120 �C for 2 h. At the higher aging temperature of

170 �C, the diffusion rate was high enough even

inside the grains for resulting in a more homoge-

neous precipitate structure where relatively large

MgZn2 particles (* 30 nm) can be found in both the

grain interiors and the boundaries.

The hardness of the ECAP-processed alloy

decreased from 1470 ± 40 to 1230 ± 40 MPa and

Figure 5 a HAADF STEM image illustrating the microstructure

of the specimen processed by ECAP and then aged at 170 �C for

2 h. b HAADF STEM image with a higher magnification showing

precipitates. c–f EDS elemental maps for Al, Zn, Mg and Zr

obtained on the area shown in b.
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1100 ± 30 MPa, respectively, after aging at 120 and

170 �C for 2 h. For the lower aging temperature, the

TEM results have shown a slight change in the matrix

microstructure, indicating the dissolution of a part of

GP zones. The hardness reduction in this sample

should be attributed to the change in GP zone- and/

or g’ structure, as well as to the coarsening of MgZn2
precipitates. The growth of g particles with an

unchanged volume fraction usually results in soft-

ening since in this case dislocations overcome the

incoherent precipitates with Orowan mechanism [3].

At the same time, during aging at 170 �C in addition

to the significant change of the precipitate structure,

the reduction of the dislocation density and grain

growth also occurred, and all of these processes cause

softening. Therefore, in the following the contribu-

tions of these processes to the hardness reduction will

be estimated.

The hardness caused by dislocation strengthening

(HVdisl) can be expressed by the Taylor formula as:

HVdisl � 3aMTGbq1=2; ð1Þ

where a is a constant describing the dislocation

strengthening (about 0.32 for Al [28]), G is the shear

modulus (* 26 GPa for Al), b is the magnitude of the

Burgers vector (* 0.287 nm for Al), and MT is the

Taylor factor. The alloys used in this investigation

did not exhibit a strong texture and therefore MT was

taken as 3.06. The factor of three on the right-hand

side of Eq. (1) represents the ratio of the hardness and

the yield strength contributions of dislocations [29]. It

should be noted that one-third of the hardness gives

the flow stress at the plastic strain of 8% rather than

the yield strength. However, for SPD-processed

metallic materials the yield strength can be estimated

as one-third of the hardness due to the low strain

hardening. The values of HVdisl calculated from

Eq. (1) are listed in Table 2. For the ECAP-processed

sample, the contribution of dislocations to hardness

was 480 ± 60 MPa which did not change during

annealing at 120 �C. At the same time, aging at

170 �C resulted in a reduction of HVdisl to

Figure 6 a HAADF STEM image showing precipitates in a sample quenched to RT after annealing at 470 �C for 30 min and stored at RT

for 1 year. b–e EDS elemental maps for Al, Zn, Mg and Zr obtained on the area shown in a.
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400 ± 50 MPa. The hardness caused by the precipi-

tates (HVprecip) was calculated as the difference

between the total measured hardness (HVtotal) and

the sum of the contributions of dislocations and lat-

tice friction (HV0):

HVprecip ¼ HVtotal � HV0 þHVdislð Þ: ð2Þ

The threshold hardness HV0 was estimated as

three times the friction stress for Al

(HV0 = 60 ± 10 MPa [28]). It is noted that grain

boundary strengthening was not considered as a

separate Hall–Petch term in Eq. (2). Former investi-

gations (e.g., [28]) showed that Eq. (1) is able to

incorporate both grain size and dislocation hardening

effects for fcc metallic materials processed by SPD.

This can be explained by the fact that in SPD-pro-

cessed materials many dislocations are accumulated

at grain boundaries. Therefore, when a dislocation

glides in the vicinity of a grain boundary it interacts

with the grain boundary dislocations and not directly

with the grain boundary.

The values of HVprecip obtained from Eq. (2) are

also listed in Table 2. For the ECAP-processed spec-

imen, the contribution of precipitates to the hardness

is 930 ± 110 MPa which is much larger than that for

dislocations (480 ± 60 MPa). During annealing at

120 �C, HVprecip decreased to 690 ± 110 MPa, i.e., it

was still higher than the hardness caused by dislo-

cation strengthening (480 ± 60 MPa). Aging at

170 �C yielded a decrease in both HVdisl and HVprecip,

but the reduction of the contribution of precipitates

was higher both relatively and absolutely compared

to that of dislocations. Namely, the contributions of

dislocations and precipitates to the decrease in the

hardness are * 80 and * 290 MPa, respectively.

Thus, the softening during aging at both tempera-

tures of 120 and 170 �C was caused mainly by the

change of the precipitate structure, especially by the

disappearance of GP zones formed during SPD.

Conclusions

The microstructure and the hardness of an UFG Al–

Zn–Mg–Zr alloy artificially aged at 120 and 170 �C
for 2 h were studied. The UFG microstructure was

obtained by four passes of ECAP at RT. The following

conclusions were drawn from the experimental

results:

1. ECAP resulted in an UFG microstructure with an

average grain size of * 260 nm and a high

dislocation density of about 5 9 1014 m-2. ECAP

promoted precipitation since after four passes

MgZn2 precipitates with the size of about 10 nm

were formed while the quenched and naturally

aged sample contained mainly GP zones with the

average diameter of * 2 nm.

2. The artificial aging of the ECAP-processed sam-

ple at 120 �C for 2 h yielded a decrease in the

hardness from 1470 ± 40 to 1230 ± 40 MPa due

to a partial dissolution of GP zones and the

coarsening of MgZn2 precipitates, especially in

the vicinity of grain boundaries. The evolution of

the heterogeneous precipitate structure can be

explained by the elevated rate of diffusion along

the grain boundaries. At the same time, signifi-

cant grain growth and a decrease in the disloca-

tion density were not observed, i.e., the softening

can be attributed solely to the change of the

precipitate structure.

3. Annealing at 170 �C for 2 h resulted in a consid-

erable decrease in the dislocation density to

* 3.3 9 1014 m-2, a grain growth in the matrix

to about 530 nm and a large increase in the

amount of MgZn2 precipitates. GP zones were

not observed in this state of the material. The

changes in the microstructure yielded a lower

hardness for the sample aged at 170 �C
(1100 ± 30 MPa) than that after annealing at

120 �C (1230 ± 40 MPa).

4. For the ECAP-processed specimen, a significant

amount (more than 60%) of the hardness can be

attributed to the strengthening effect of precipi-

tates. This remained valid also for the samples

Table 2 The total measured

microhardness (HVtotal) and

the calculated contributions of

the lattice friction (HV0),

dislocations (HVdisl) and

precipitates (HVprecip)

Samples HVtotal (MPa) HV0 (MPa) HVdisl (MPa) HVprecip (MPa)

4 ECAP at RT 1470 ± 40 60 ± 10 480 ± 60 930 ± 110

4 ECAP ? aged at 120 �C 1230 ± 40 60 ± 10 480 ± 60 690 ± 110

4 ECAP ? aged at 170 �C 1100 ± 30 60 ± 10 400 ± 50 640 ± 90
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aged after ECAP. The reduction of hardness

during annealing was caused mainly by the

change of the precipitate structure. For instance,

during aging at 170 �C the contributions of

dislocations and precipitates to the decrease in

the hardness were * 80 and * 290 MPa,

respectively.
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